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Abstract

How do professional futurists contend with prognostic uncertainty? There is an impressive body of

medical–sociological research on how medical staff deals with uncertainty. We have used these

insights to study patterns and manners in foresight practice that might not be evident otherwise. The

question ‘‘Do professional futurists use approaches to deal with uncertainty that resemble those of

medical staff?’’ is addressed by ongoing ethnographic research in Dutch foresight practice. The

observed manners are grouped into four analytic categories: the construction of solidity, numeric

discourse, communication habits and experience as anchor. In this paper, the construction of solidity

and experience as anchor are described in detail. It is further more suggested that ‘‘certainification’’ is

a possible upshot of these manners in use.

r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Foresight2 implies dealing with prognostic uncertainty. In this article, the notion
‘‘prognostic uncertainty’’ refers to instances in which professional futurists have doubts
about something in the future, partly or fully because (scientific) knowledge is perceived as
absent, incomplete, irrelevant, insufficient, inaccurate, ambiguous, equivocal, inconsistent,
see front matter r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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fragmented, manipulated, complex or otherwise limited (compare [2]). See, for example,
Fontela’s sigh [3]:
3We

Slaugt

Pleas

doi:1
We know little about the past and present in a multidisciplinary way. We know that
sociological and political factors influence economic factors and vice versa. We know
that technological developments lead to innovation that modify productive
structures; we know indeed that the facts that determine change are many and that
our scientific knowledge of the processes of change is clearly insufficient to forecast
but even to explore [the future].
The acknowledgement of prognostic uncertainty is a common place in the scholarly
futures studies community. Nowadays, scholars in the field of foresight routinely refer to
uncertainty, or even increased uncertainty, as intrinsic to the future [4–12]. A futurist is
often portrayed as an ‘‘analyst (. .) dealing with the unknown (and to some degree
unknowable) future’’ [13]. The intriguing question is how do futurists deal with prognostic
uncertainty in actual foresight endeavours?
Wilkinson and Eidinow [8] argue that most people’s response to prognostic uncertainty

is to take refuge in what they already understand about the world: ‘‘And, all too
frequently, this remains limited to familiar ideas based on past experiences or current
fashions’’. This resort to familiarity and ‘‘certainty’’ seems a reflex in western societies
[14,15]. The question is whether and how futurists manage to respond differently. That is
not just an important issue for the futures studies field. Uncertainty is perceived as a
hallmark of our era [16]. As Funtowicz and Ravetz [17] and Morgan and Henrion [18]
emphasized, dealing with uncertainty is not a straightforward endeavour, as it challenges
the classical positivist paradigm (see also [19–22]). Both Schön [23] and Nowotny et al. [16]
suggest that clues may be discovered from studying uncertainty manners in use. Insight
into how futurists deal with prognostic uncertainty is of general importance. However, in
the edited volume ‘‘Contested Futures’’ [24], it is argued that handling of prognostic
uncertainty in foresight is an ‘‘at present taken-for-granted and disattended social
process’’. It is surprising how little critical and systematic attention is paid to dealing with
uncertainty in the practice of foresight in view of the restated portrayal of futures studies as
the art of understanding or even managing uncertainty (see, for example, [5–7,25]). Brown
et al. [24] suggest that empirical social scientific research has an important role to play in
rendering visible how prognostic uncertainty is actually dealt with. In this paper, we report
such empirical research on the ways in which professional futurists deal with prognostic
uncertainty.
Our aim is thus not to contribute to methodological–epistemological discussions

in the scholarly literature on how futures studies should be done.3 We attend to how
foresight is done and we direct our attention to how particular practitioners
deal with uncertainty in foresight endeavours. We would like to disclose practical
uncertainty manners that usually become concealed or overlooked in self-accounts
and methodological–epistemological discussions. We want to understand the detailed
activities futurists perform in dealing with uncertainty. For this type of interest in
actual practice, it is advocated to study practitioners while they are doing their work
([32,33]. Such in situ monitoring or ‘‘participant observation’’ is generally referred to as
ll-referenced contributions on methodology–epistemology of futures studies include [26–31] and the

her 1984 article series ‘‘Towards a critical futurism’’ (World Future Society Bulletin).
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ethnography (see [34] for a well-referenced introduction). Ethnography involves close
attention, with some exactness, to the daily doings, deliberations and social processes in
action [35].

In the period 2001–2005, we4 did ethnographic research among practitioners
involved in actual foresight endeavours in the Netherlands. We talked to them and asked
questions, both informally and in arranged open interview settings. We made
notes on what we saw happening, on what we saw futurists doing and on what we heard
them say, including non-verbal behaviour and monitored phone calls or bilateral chats.
We collected documents that featured in the futurists’ activities or that the futurists
produced. We retrieved and received e-mails, we took pictures, we audio recorded many
meetings and transcribed the tapes. We shared some observations with the futurists and
recorded their feedback. After an introduction into Dutch foresight practice, we report our
insights on dealing with prognostic uncertainty gained through this ethnographic
research.5 Finally, in our conclusions we will sketch a possible outcome of the observed
manners in use.
2. An introduction to Dutch foresight practice

Since the 1970s and 1980s the assessment of the future has become increasingly popular
in Dutch policy arenas [39,40]. In the course of time, it has become the arrangement that
planning agencies, such as the economic planning agency (centraal planbureau (CPB)),
the environmental and health planning agency (rijksinstituut voor volksgezondheid en
milieu (RIVM), recently renamed: milieu en natuur planbureau (MNP)) and the spatial
planning agency (ruimtelijk planbureau (RPB)), and institutes as the scientific council for
governmental policy (wetenschappelijke raad voor regeringsbeleid (WRR)) and the energy
research centre (energieonderzoek centrum nederland (ECN)), assess the future on behalf
of the Dutch government. The field sites of the ethnographic research comprised RIVM,
RPB and ECN, as well as CPB, as the latter institute also participated in a collaborative
foresight endeavour with RIVM and RPB.

It seems legitimate to speak of ‘‘an institutionalized governmental system for the
assessment of the Dutch future’’ [41]. Also Hollinshead [42] refers to the Dutch foresight
practice as ‘‘part of the official planning apparatus’’. The assessments of the future
produced by the planning agencies are generally considered authoritative. Dutch policy-
makers seem to take these assessments very seriously. Routinely, these outlooks, with the
CPB assessments as the most prominent, are referenced in strategic policy documents and
political discussions. Futures studies are often covered in Dutch newspaper articles,
sometimes even as front page news. The American sociologist James Kennedy6 specialized
in Dutch culture even suggests that ‘‘ingrained teleology’’ and the development of long-
term visions of the future are distinctive features of Dutch society. A recent, but
incomplete, inventory ([43], see also www.toekomstverkenning.nl) contains over 150 Dutch
4The ‘‘we’’ in this paper needs some clarification. The ethnographic research in foresight practice has been

carried out by Marjolein van Asselt and Susan van ‘t Klooster. So in case ‘‘we’’ is used in the context of the

observations among futurists it actually refers to two of the three authors. However, for reasons of readability we,

the three of us, decided to explain that only once in this footnote.
5For other publications see [36–38].
6In an article in the Dutch newspaper NRC Handelsblad (November 13, 2003).
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futures studies since 1997. It seems no exaggeration to argue that by all measures the future
is big business in the Netherlands.
Also in Dutch foresight practice, the uncertainty of the future and prognostic

uncertainty in futurists’ accounts are routinely acknowledged. For example, the
Dutch WRR, a governmental agency that pioneered in the field of future studies,
stated in their retrospective that ‘‘future studies are primarily about uncertainties’’
[44]. In the 5th Environmental Outlook [45], it is explicitly argued that ‘‘the future
is uncertain’’ and that ‘‘[t]he processes described (. .) in this (. .) outlook are interlarded
with uncertainties’’. Also Dobbinga [46] reports prognostic uncertainty as an
explicit point of departure in a scenario project at the Dutch Ministry of Transport.
In almost every work session we attended on the shop floor, we came across
comparable references. We heard, for example, futurists talking about ‘‘many uncertain-
ties’’ and ‘‘the uncertainties the future offers us’’, qualifying particular statements
about the future as ‘‘highly uncertain’’ as well as arguing ‘‘the further into the future, the
more uncertain it gets’’ and ‘‘it is very uncertain, but we have to say something’’. In the
good tradition of futures studies, Dutch futurists argue that ‘‘notwithstanding
uncertainty’’ ‘‘we can attempt to build a systematic outlook of [the] future’’ [47]. However,
their methodological self-accounts, if available, usually hide how prognostic uncertainty is
dealt with.
We think that the Dutch practice is an interesting case of futures studies and an

appropriate site to study uncertainty manners in use. Having said that, in contrast
to for example [4], we do not want to approach our case as ‘‘best practice’’. Neither do we
use our empirical research as a basis to propose institutional frameworks of foresight,
which is the way in which other authors used case-studies [48–50]. That would be far too
pretentious. So, we do not claim Dutch practice is representative for the ‘‘state-of-the-art’’,
but at the same time we dare to argue that it also not peculiar: the Dutch Environmental
Outlook has been a model for European environmental outlooks, Dutch futurists
participate in international foresight endeavours, such as IPCC endeavours and the scope
of many Dutch assessments (such as energy foresights) is increasingly European.
Furthermore, the futurists explicitly relate to and use international endeavours, reports
are often available in English to allow review and they are cited outside the Netherlands.
Benefiting from earlier review work [52–55] and our practical experience in international
foresight endeavours (e.g., [56–58]), we tried to select observations that seem salient and
illustrative in an international perspective. We do agree that the need for sharing of
practical experiences exist [4] and that the development of futures methodology is an
ongoing process [51]. With our ethnographic study of a particular practice of foresight, we
hope to advance reflection, which in turn may contribute to further development of the
field of futures studies.
Schön [23] breaks a lance for reflection-in-action, i.e. practitioners’ own thinking about

what they are doing: on tacit norms, on strategies and theories implicit in behaviour, on
problem framing, etc. Such reflection enables practitioners to surface and criticize tacit
understandings, make new senses and develop new approaches. Schön [23] suggests that
researchers studying professional activity should help practitioners to reflect instead of
maintaining a superior distance. In this vein, the aspiration is that our reflection-on-action
account will help futurists—in the Netherlands and elsewhere—to understand and
recognize the complexities of their endeavour and we aim to provide insights that they can
benefit from.
Please cite this article as: M. B. van Asselt, et al., Dealing with prognostic uncertainty, Futures (2007),
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Table 1

Main salient differences between NICU and foresight practices

NICU Professional futurists

Assignment Assess and act Assess

Aggregation level Micro Macro

Temporal room Short Long

Type of practice Micro-cosmos Boundary work
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3. Research approach

Futurists are not the only professionals challenged to deal with prognostic uncertainty.
Also medical staff is confronted with it and has to find ways to deal with it, see, for
example, Mesman’s ethnographic study of neonatal intensive care7 practices [59–61]. This
research is another step in medical–sociological research on uncertainty in medical practice
that started with Fox’s seminal Training for Uncertainty [62–69]. Of course, there are
obvious differences between medical staff at neonatal intensive care units and professional
futurists (Table 1). The assignments differ. In the medical case, staff has to act based upon
their own assessment of the future, while the professional futurists’ task is usually bounded
to assessment, which are supposed to inform decision-makers. Another difference is the
level of aggregation. In the medical practices, everything revolves around specific
individuals. The outlooks produced by professional futurists are primarily about major
issues and macro developments. It may even happen that the ultimate outlook is portrayed
as a product of an institute, rendering individual futurists anonymous. Also the temporal

space available to assess the future differs. In medical practice the time available may be a
question of less than an hour, while empirical research on Dutch foresight in the public
sector (see, also [46] and [39]) indicate that such futures studies usually take 1–1.5 years
or more. Also the type of practice is quite different. A NICU is both literally and
metaphorically a highly protected environment where access is restricted. In the foresight
case, professional futurists in the public sector coordinate between the policy realm and the
realm of knowledge and expertise. Therefore, Halffman and Hoppe [70] explicitly
characterize the activities of Dutch agencies involved in foresight as ‘‘boundary work’’,
a notion coined by Gieryn ([71,72], see also [73]).

Notwithstanding these differences, practitioners in both practices have to assess
uncertain futures as a basis for acting or decision-making in the present or the near future.
We have asked ourselves whether insight into how medical staff deals with prognostic
uncertainty may help to observe and understand how professional futurists contend with
prognostic uncertainty. So we did not do a classical comparative study, in the sense of a
key-parameter design which seeks to systematically compare and contrast differences
and similarities along dimensions that seem theoretically fruitful. We have mobilized
the insights gained on medical practice as a search light8 to see manners practiced
7Neonatal intensive care units (NICU) specialize in the care and treatment of newborns, which are seriously at

risk in view of prematurity, complications at birth, congenital diseases or potentially lethal infections. The

unfolding of newborns’ immediate and longer-term future are usually all but predictable, even for experienced

staff.
8A notion borrowed from [73].
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by professional futurists, which is a more ethnographic approach to comparison.
In such a vein, comparison has the value of revealing patterns that might not otherwise
be evident [74].

4. Uncertainty manners in use

The question ‘‘Do professional futurists use approaches to contend with uncertainty that
resemble those of intensive care staff?’’ provided the starting point for examining manners
in use in foresight practice. We have grouped the observed uncertainty manners into four
analytic categories, i.e.
�

P

d

Construction of solidity: particular prognostic uncertainties are transformed into firm
building blocks.

�
 Experience as anchor: deploying historical evidence and acquired know-how to interpret

uncertainty.

�
 Numeric discourse: the certainty connotation of numbers and numeric models is

mobilized in diverse ways.

�
 Communication habits: vagueness and postponing, with camouflage and delegation of

uncertainty as possible social outcomes.

In the current paper, we will detail the construction of solidity and experience as anchor.
We briefly discuss the manners as practiced in intensive care practice, and then describe in
more detail similar or comparable ways of dealing with prognostic uncertainty observed
among Dutch futurists.

4.1. The construction of solidity

4.1.1. Real risks and safe uncertainties

Mesman [59] showed that in medical practice, solidity is created through particular
trading with medical uncertainties. Risks differ in their level of attributed probability: it is
always uncertain if complications will indeed occur. One way medical staff deals with
prognostic uncertainty in practice is to ignore the probability and to act as if a specific risk
will in fact become a reality.
Contrary to the medical staff, the professional futurists do not act themselves.

Nevertheless, examples of treating risk as a reality as way to deal with prognostic
uncertainty can be found in futurists’ advices for policy-makers. In the 5th Environmental
Outlook [45], it is, for example, argued that new technologies, now thought of as
‘‘solutions’’ for persistent environmental problems, may create new problems in the next 30
years. Like in the medical case, the possibility is then transformed into the assumption that
it will happen, which is then the basis for further assessment. The result is an unconditional
recommendation on particular strategies.
Interestingly enough, this manner of dealing with prognostic uncertainty has more

effects. By trading particular uncertainties as risks, some other uncertainties are, explicitly
or implicitly, qualified as harmless or irrelevant, and thus waved aside. Solidity is created
here both by transforming some prognostic uncertainties into real risks and the
accompanying disregarding of ‘‘safe uncertainties’’.
lease cite this article as: M. B. van Asselt, et al., Dealing with prognostic uncertainty, Futures (2007),
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4.1.2. Policy as building block

Next to the above mechanism, our observations yield that futurists also use policy-
makers’ agreements as building block in constructing solidity.9 In this way, they manage to
disarm particular prognostic uncertainties as is nicely illustrated by the following exchange
between some futurists:
9C

build
10T

persp

Plea

doi
J. T
he health effects and the effects on ecosystems, we don’t know them very well. The
uncertainties there are much larger than earlier in the chain.
F. A
nd that is extraordinary alarming (. .).

K. B
ut that is also very not worrisome, because it is so alarming. In Europe we have said

(. .) we call it a norm (. .).

F. Y
ou hide behind the norm.

K. I
ndeed, but that is practical.

F. Y
es but it doesn’t solve the problem.

K. W
ell, but we have got rid of that very large uncertainty.
Norms set by policy-makers are treated here as realities, in quite a same way as medical
staff treat risks as realities.

4.1.3. Perspectives

The medical case also reveals that in dealing with prognostic uncertainty often another
choice is generated: the choice between one risk (such as a bleeding) and another risk (such
as an infection). In such situations, uncertainty is dealt with through the choice of the type
of risk, practitioners are willing to take. Douglas [76–78] and others have convincingly
shown that different ‘‘risk cultures’’ exist. The consequence is that people differ in the
willingness to take a particular risk. Mesman [59,61] emphasized that such a priori
attitudes serve as a compass for medical staff. It enables them to choose between different
types of risks and to act accordingly.

It seems that risk perspectives also matter in foresight practice. In the course of a
foresight endeavour, 18 professional futurists gathered in a workshop. The participants
were clustered in three break-out groups according to three risk perspectives:10
�
 For individualists, changes in principle provide opportunities for human ingenuity that
will be revealed through market mechanisms. This perspective can be characterized as
risk seeking.

�
 Hierarchists view the role of management as careful control in order to keep the system

within its limits. This perspective is associated with a risk-accepting attitude.

�
 The egalitarian perspective is concerned about the vulnerability of nature. It advances an

eco-centric and environmental risk-averse attitude.

The futurists themselves concluded that depending on the perspective different
uncertainties are recognized and highlighted, while others are neglected in the foresight
endeavour. They agreed that their own practice could be characterized as hierarchist.
ompare van der Sluijs [75], who details how climate modellers use agreements about particular parameters as

ing blocks in their anchoring amidst uncertainty.

hese perspectives have been taken from Cultural Theory [78–81]. See also [56,82–89] who used these

ectives as starting point for model-based scenario analysis.
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Analysis of the workshop output [21] yields that a hierarchist style of futures studies tends
to neglect instabilities and shocks, and to disregard ‘‘new risks’’, such as those associated
with new artefacts or processes as genetic modification.

Our observations yield that futurists employ different ways to construct solidity as a
response to prognostic uncertainty. They may transform particular prognostic uncertain-
ties into risk and treat those risks as realities, while disarming ‘‘safe uncertainties’’. Or they
may advance norms set by policy-makers as realities. Furthermore, different risk
perspectives yield a compass that enable futurists to decide which uncertainties to pay
attention to.11

4.2. Experience as anchor

4.2.1. Typical exemplars

Mesman [59,61] describes how medical staff relies on experience in dealing with
prognostic uncertainty. So-called ‘‘typical exemplars’’, i.e. children in situations which are
considered comparable in one way or another, are explicit references to experience.
Typical exemplars can be experiences described in the scientific literature or the life-stories
of previous patients, which the staff uses to draw conclusions about the future of
the child:
11O’

use lon

risk pe

also in
12Ko

Pleas

doi:1
I am afraid we are generating a second Mick. Ultimately, we also failed to get him off
the respirator.
Staff members can also counterargument pessimistic prognoses with references to that
extraordinary child who survived against all expectations.
We observed that professional futurists also have a repertoire of typical exemplars. They

use historical events and processes, experiences in other countries, and particular events or
developments qualified as anomalous although they did occur. Interestingly enough, also
statements about the future in previous futures studies seem to serve as typical exemplars.
But they also involve personal experiences. We witnessed that in discussing future
possibilities in work arrangements, futurists employed a colleague as well as friends as
typical exemplars. Also, their own building was mobilized to think about future energy-
efficient possibilities and previous work experience in a home for elderly was invoked in
thinking about the consequences of ageing.

4.2.2. Temporal repertoires

Inspired by Kosseleck [91], Mesman [59] argued that in medical practice two temporal
repertoires are used in order to mobilize typical exemplars as foresight device. One is nicely
captured in a nurse’s claim: ‘‘it went this way then, and so will it go now’’. We characterize
this repertoire as ‘‘historic deterministic’’.12 In the second repertoire, the future is not
dictated by the past. History may repeat itself, but it not necessarily will. The future bears
the promise of improvement. The past and present provide possibilities. We refer to this
Connor et al. [90] claim on the basis of survey research that risk perceptions determine whether managers

g-term assessments: ‘‘Feeling at risk (. .) stimulates a decision to use (. .) forecasts’’. This would imply that

rspectives not only matter in dealing with prognostic uncertainty in the practice of producing foresights, but

use contexts.

sseleck [91] and Mesman [59] use the notion ‘‘cyclical’’ for this repertoire.
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repertoire as ‘‘futuristic difference’’.13 Due to the existence of different temporal
repertoires, the same typical exemplar may yield different assessments of the future. In
the first repertoire Mick is the typical example of a child that emphasizes the futility of
further treatment. In the second repertoire, the historic case of Mick contributes to
optimistic expectations of futures of current children.

Our ethnographic research in various Dutch foresight endeavours yields that different
temporal repertoires are used in the futures studies’ community.14 The historic
deterministic repertoire corresponds to the forecast tradition, in which the assessment of
the long term involves extrapolation of trends and/or modelling of processes as they took
place in the past. Extrapolative approaches are still in use. However, only a minority of the
Dutch futurists is willing to defend the historic deterministic line of reasoning out in the
open, and Dutch futurists easily disqualify futures studies done by other futurists as mere
trend extrapolations. In doing so, futurists seem to dismiss the historic deterministic
repertoire.

The idea of scenario analysis can be associated with the futuristic difference temporal
repertoire. It fits with this way of thinking that different futures are possible and should be
explored. This style of foresight is often explicitly motivated with reference to prognostic
uncertainty. See, for example, the following claim in a Dutch foresight report: ‘‘As the
long-term future is too uncertain, one single image of the future doesn’t suffice’’ [93].
Futurists employing the futuristic difference repertoire consider the notion of ‘‘prediction’’
‘‘taboo’’ and claim that their reports ‘‘are screened for that’’ (interview quotes). The
majority of current Dutch planning agencies’ foresights include two or more scenarios. So
the futuristic difference repertoire appears to dominate and the historic deterministic
repertoire is reviled, at least in futurists’ discourse.

In practice, however, the situation with regard to temporal repertoires is actually much
more subtle and complex, as is illustrated by the following scene from a representative
meeting of futurists involved in a multi-agency futures study. One of the futurists (E) is
consistently advancing the historic deterministic repertoire, which is clear from utterances
as: ‘‘The only thing you can look at, you can look to historic trends, (. .) what has
happened in the last 30 years’’, and he literally states that ‘‘the historical trends should be a
yardstick’’ in the foresight endeavour. He disqualifies proposed scenarios that violate
historic trends as ‘‘unrealistic’’, ‘‘not defendable’’, ‘‘not plausible’’ and as ‘‘a completely
new reality’’. Another colleague (S) openly concludes about E: ‘‘Your belief in assumptions
is strongly grounded in the conviction that you have to look back over the past 30–40
years’’. M explicitly describes E’s attitude as ‘‘trend prognosis’’ and he emphasizes ‘‘we
know that that is not what we want’’. Also other futurists reject E’s historic deterministic
stance. B, for example, states ‘‘we can discuss the degree and the pace [of change] but there
will be scenarios that counter historic trends’’. He openly disagrees with E: ‘‘No. Why
would new circumstances always fit with current trends?’’ and ‘‘Who tells me that that will
be the case in the future?’’. Another objection is clear from S’s contribution: ‘‘last time, (. .)
we agreed that [a particular scenario] would not match the trend’’. And R brings to the
13For this repertoire, Kosseleck [91] and Mesman [59] advance the notion ‘‘linear’’.
14See [92] for a detailed analysis of temporal repertoires and the effects of coexistence of different repertoires in

foresight practice. Van ‘t Klooster describes how coexistence of the historic deterministic and the futuristic

difference repertoires may fringe in foresight practice to such an extent that it undermines key ambitions

associated with scenario analysis.
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fore ‘‘we have to realize that we are talking about a period as long as 40 years, in such a
time frame a lot can change’’.
Of the eight futurists in the room, E is the only pure historic deterministic advocate.

However, although the other futurists oppose his point of view, at the same time historic
deterministic arguments are part of their own frame of reference. When S asks P whether he
thinks a particular idea is realistic, P responds: ‘‘Historically, it isn’t’’. And M. claims that
‘‘the further you go away from the average trend (. .) the less realistic it gets’’. In a discussion
about a particular choice in one of the scenarios, B argues in favour of that choice: ‘‘that is
very pragmatic, but we should have it, because that is the trend’’. And S openly admits: ‘‘I
don’t get it (. .) to what extent should the past set the scenarios?’’. So futurists opposing the
historic deterministic repertoire do also occasionally or even regularly employ historic
deterministic arguments in face of prognostic uncertainty. Although in the futurists’
discourse the futuristic difference repertoire dominates, in practice the futurists struggle with
how to use the past as anchor in dealing with prognostic uncertainty.
The futuristic difference repertoire is not necessarily radical. Our observations indicate

that future scenarios are not by definition breaks with the past and the present. Some
scholars [55,94–97] argued that notions of evolution and progress dominate the discourse
about the future. Some of these authors advance a more discontinuous temporal
repertoire. Experience would then be mobilized in a different way, for example, as source
of inspiration to think about derailing events and structural changes.15 So in the scholarly
foresight literature a third repertoire can be discerned. In Dutch practice, surprises
inducing large-scale changes were brought to the fore. A few futurists did seriously
advance a radical discontinuity stance and appeared frustrated with what they experienced
as more conventional futures. The idea of discontinuity seems to appeal to futurists,
especially in the early phases, but our observations indicate that in the course of a foresight
endeavour, radical outlooks get increasingly disqualified as exotic, implausible or
unrealistic. In the end, the discontinuous repertoire seem to be marginal in the Dutch
community of foresight practice, which is in line with van Notten’s findings on the state of
the art in scenario studies [55,97].

4.2.3. Experience-informed intuition, consultation and consensus

In interviews with professional futurists as well in the many meetings we attended,
references to ‘‘expert judgment’’ are quite ordinary. One of our informants spontaneously
qualified foresight as embodiments of collective experience. We heard that ‘‘expert
judgement is used to assess unknown relationships’’, ‘‘you may have uncertainty (. .), we
discuss about it and an expert judgment is passed’’ and ‘‘a large part of the input is expert
judgment’’ (interview quotes). Experience is used as filter to sift uncertainties and as
anchor to establish uncertain relationships, inputs and future (policy) effects. The
following excerpt of a discussion among futurists exemplifies the role of experience-based
intuition:
15V

Plea

doi
F. Y
ou have to realize that it is a trick that we learned over time (. .).

R. I
 may be too little concerned about the theory behind it, we are working intuitively.

J. V
ery intuitively.
an Notten [55] experimented with such an approach in a pilot foresight exercise.
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One of them then argued that that also hold for other professional futurists, that they

don’t do that differently. Later in the discussion another futurist asked about the
evaluation of uncertainty:
Plea

doi
K. D
oes that mean that we do it intuitively?

R. Y
es.
In the second part of the discussion, it became clear that it is not ‘‘just’’ intuition, but
judgement informed by experience:
R. W
e can consider how [uncertainty] influences the policy recommendations. I am sure
that we do that, what is the uncertainty, (. .) what is the mistake you may make.
One of the practitioners not directly involved in the foresight activities asserted:
J. I
 cannot imagine that the people who put the assessment together, have not among
themselves thought about issues as ‘can we make this’, ‘can the conclusion be
justified’, ‘do we believe this’.
Another question is whose experience is used as anchor. Mesman [59] reports instances
in which involved staff discussed the matter with other colleagues. This kind of
consultation, through which outsiders’ experience is mobilized, also takes place in
foresight practice: ‘‘if you are uncertain about something, you consult each other’’
(interview quote). Professional futurists refer to such consultation with notions
as ‘‘review’’, ‘‘contra-expertise’’ and the involvement of ‘‘external institutes’’. It is
explicitly brought forward that consultation is used in case of ‘‘unknowns’’ (interview
quote) and to evaluate models which involve prognostic uncertainty. Such consultation
does not have to be a formal process involving scheduled meetings and official requests.
Our observations indicate that a lot of informal and ad hoc consultation of direct
colleagues and external peers is part of the practice as well. Choices on particular details of
an image of the future are more than once motivated with reference to such informal
bilateral exchanges.

A more thorough form of consultation is explicit consensus-formation. Professional
futurists themselves emphasize that because of prognostic uncertainty consensus
is sought: ‘‘creation of support for the numbers was important. To that end, it was
attempted to gain consensus for what we were doing (. .) with a large number of
external institutes’’. A futurist observed that in this process ‘‘the edges of [uncertainty]
ranges disappear’’, while a colleague wondered: ‘‘It is striking that we use (. .)
[consultation] for a reduction or removal of uncertainties’’. Although one futurist
argued that consultation could be a way to trace uncertainties, our observations
yield that consultation is predominantly practised to advance closure around
prognostic uncertainty. However, at the same time, our observations indicate that
in practice it is often very difficult to reach a consensus. It is beyond the scope of
this paper to detail the complexities of consensus formation. We would only like to
indicate that consultation and consensus formation is employed in order to deal
with uncertainty, but it is not necessarily an easy manner nor by definition successful
and effective.

We can conclude that Dutch futurists mobilize experience as a resource in contending
with prognostic uncertainty. Experience can be used rather explicitly through the use of
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typical exemplars mobilized through temporal repertoires. Our observations do indicate
that futurists in practice struggle with temporal repertoires, so this manner is less
straightforward than it may seem at first sight. Experience is also enacted in relying on
experience-informed intuition, consultation and consensus.

5. Conclusion and discussion

In the current paper, we have indicated that Dutch futurists, consciously or
unconsciously, apply different ways to construct solidity and we have discussed the role
of experience as an anchor in dealing with prognostic uncertainty. Although not detailed in
the current paper, we also witnessed communication habits and the numeric discourse as
manners to deal with uncertainty. We would like to emphasize that these manners can be
distinguished analytically, but that in practice that distinction not necessarily holds.
Furthermore, this is not an exhaustive overview of manners employed in dealing with
uncertainty. This paper reports just those uncertainty manners that have become visible
through the lens of comparison with the ways in which medical staff appears to deal with
prognostic uncertainty. We hope that our detailed but necessarily partial description
of what Dutch futurists currently do, may provide them and other practitioners
with a vocabulary to reflect on the issue of prognostic uncertainty among themselves
and with clients.
To conclude this paper, we would like to look at possible consequences of the observed

uncertainty manners. It seems that ‘‘certainification’’ may be the practical outcome. With
this notion, we summarize a paradoxical course in which initial uncertainty awareness is
compromised by increasing uncertainty intolerance and all kinds of solidifying efforts
which in the ends lead to outlooks presented as definite and solid accounts about an
uncertain future. On the one hand, it is clear that such certainification enables practitioners
to proceed. But the question is whether this is a sustainable strategy in the long run.
Prognostic uncertainty pertaining to foresight is much more pronounced in wider public
arenas (see, for example, [98]) than is the case in medical practice. Foresight is anyway a
more contested activity, so that credibility cannot be established with reference to
professional status. In such a context, it is rather easy to question and/or deconstruct the
certainty of certainified claims. Certainification may jeopardize basic foresight ambitions
of relevance. Those audiences aware of prognostic uncertainty may become annoyed by
certainified claims (see, for example, [40]). Second, those decision-makers who had turned
to futurists to solve their problems are likely to loose faith when they discover the
uncertain character of the certainified claims. One response may be to disregard the long-
term assessment all together. But as Jasanoff [99] suggests, it is also feasible that they
require even higher levels of certainty which futurists cannot provide. This is likely to result
in a rather problematic and troublesome relationship and in the long run it may bring
about a deep aversion of any foresight when they feel betrayed time and again. The long-
term consequence of certainification may thus be that futurists lose audiences.
We do only sketch one scenario. In that sense, we are as empty handed as futurists often

are. We can only hope that our reflection-on-action account stimulates practitioners
and scholars involved in foresight to engage in a critical reflection on practical ways
practitioners apply in dealing with prognostic uncertainty. It is easy to represent futures
studies as an effort in understanding and managing uncertainty, but the experience in
Dutch practice indicates that, notwithstanding the perceived progress in concepts, theory
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and methodology,16 the issue of dealing with prognostic uncertainty in actual foresight
endeavours deserves more serious, critical and systematic attention as well as empirical
inquiry.
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